To what extent is the mysticism of the Life of Teresa of Ávila apophatic?

Teresa de Ahumada y Cepeda, better known to us as Teresa of Ávila (1515\(^1\) - 1582\(^2\)) was a Spanish mystic, writer, and reformer of the Carmelite Order. The author of a number of works of spiritual advice, Teresa also wrote an autobiography, her Life, between 1562 and 1565\(^3\) where she describes her spiritual journey and four stages of prayer which lead the believer into union with God.

In this essay, I would like to explore the degree to which the mystical theology in Teresa’s Life can be described as apophatic, or negative, in nature.

Apophatic\(^4\) theology is defined as “the encounter with the failure of what we must say about God to represent God adequately.”\(^5\) Apophatic theology is “that speech about God which is the failure of speech,”\(^6\) and stresses the fundamental unknowability of God, the inadequacy of all assertions and descriptions of him leading, ultimately, to silence in the face of God who entirely “transcends our language”\(^7\). The obverse side of the theological coin is kataphatic, or positive theology\(^8\) which “asserts what God is, although always assuming God is this and more”\(^9\).

Apophatic theology is perhaps most associated with Denys the Areopagite\(^10\), a pseudonymous 6\(^\text{th}\) century writer whose work “exercised an enormous influence on the…mystical tradition of the mediaeval West”\(^11\). Some medieval mystics followed Denys in using a formal dialectic of katphasis and apophasis, affirming and negating statements about God in order to “step off the very boundary of language itself”,\(^12\) while others used a less formal form of apophasis, in “a formation of the self in suffering…under the weight of the divine presence”\(^13\). Both techniques end,
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finally, in silence, in a “direct, personal awareness of the presence of God”.\textsuperscript{14} Ultimately, as Denys Turner asserts\textsuperscript{15}, apophatic and kataphatic theology both are and should be used together in order to “show...by means of language that which lies beyond language”\textsuperscript{16} and so “therefore, the question we should be asking is not which thinker is apophatic and which kataphatic, but rather, what is the degree of apophasis present in the thought of a given writer.”\textsuperscript{17}

This essay will focus on the elements of apophatic thought in the two figures Teresa describes as influencing her, Francisco de Osuna and Augustine of Hippo, before moving on to discuss apophatic elements in the four stages of prayer which Teresa sets out in her Life.

Fray Francisco de Osuna (b. during the 1490s\textsuperscript{18}, d. before April 1542\textsuperscript{19}) was a Franciscan friar and author of a six-part work called the Spiritual Alphabet (\textit{Abecedario Espiritual}), whose third volume was published first, in 1527,\textsuperscript{20} and which became one of the most popular works of its time.\textsuperscript{21} Teresa of Avila was introduced to his \textit{Third Spiritual Alphabet} in 1538\textsuperscript{22}, and mentions using his book as a guide to prayer, achieving its highest stages, albeit with difficulty.\textsuperscript{23}

In his \textit{Third Spiritual Alphabet}, Osuna uses numerous historical figures, including Augustine,\textsuperscript{24} to teach the practice of recollection (recogimiento): the gathering together of all the senses and faculties, detaching them from outside distractions in order to concentrate upon God, leading ultimately to a spiritual union with God.\textsuperscript{25} His book aimed to guide the reader through three ascending stages of prayer, gradually “moving from outward to inward, from words to silence, directing the person’s attention to his or her heart.”\textsuperscript{26} These stages begin with vocal prayer, before moving on to mental prayer with meditation, sustaining “holy thoughts” using images of Christ\textsuperscript{27}. His final stage is the prayer of quiet, where the soul has moved beyond words, beyond images, to an
experience of God which cannot be described, where the soul “understands without understanding the source of his understanding”.28

As Paul Whitehill29 has observed Osuna’s three stages of prayer show the influence of, and correspond to the purgative, illuminative, and unitive stages of mystical theology as set out by Denys.30 It is in his advocacy of a gradual ascent, “stripping away…all anthropomorphic representations of God”,31 leading finally to a wordless and imageless experience of God in the heart that we can see the influence of apophatic theology in Osuna’s writing.32

A second figure whom Teresa identifies as an important influence on her life, is Augustine of Hippo. Teresa read his Confessions shortly after the spiritual crisis which led to her “reconversion” in 155533, and she writes in her Life that “when I began to read the Confessions I seemed to see myself portrayed there.”34

Augustine’s Confessions is “an exercise in autobiographical theology”35 which Teresa would later imitate in the writing of her own Life36 and which details his own conversion and his interior ascent to encounter God in the heart.37 Augustine stresses the inadequacy of human language to describe God and, in his “song of unlikeness”38 at the beginning of the Confessions, describes God in a series of soaring paradoxical analogies before finally concluding that “even those who are most gifted with speech cannot find words to describe you.”39 While Augustine does not use a formal kataphatic-apophatic dialectic, nor is his an “explicitly developed apophatic theology”40 his use of a “superfluity of…affirmativeness…[until it] collapses into…silence”41 is part of what reveals his place within the apophatic tradition.42

A significant moment in Augustine’s Confessions occurs when he is with his mother, Monica, in a garden in Ostia. Monica and Augustine’s conversation about the “whole compass of
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material things” leads them on an ascent which results in an encounter with eternal Wisdom, and is followed by a discussion on “silencing the tumult of the flesh and the images of earth, sea, air and the heavens, whereby through silencing all the works of God, including the self, one would be able to hear the voice of God”. Deidre Carabine identifies this moment as an expression of the apophatic method of aphasis; that “God is better known by knowing what he is not”.

While Augustine’s Confessions does not “immediately confront the reader with an explicitly developed apophatic theology”, his emphasis on the inadequacy of language to describe God, and his emphasis on the “hiddenness” of the God of whom he says that “we cannot comprehend” show that “the degree of negative theology found in Augustine’s thought is certainly not minimal”.

The influence of both Augustine and Francisco de Osuna can be discerned within Teresa of Avila’s Life, particularly within her stages of prayer and her discussion of union with God. While Teresa wrote numerous works, her Life “represent[s] one specific moment in Teresa’s development”. It was written at the behest of her confessor and the final version was completed by 1565. It was sent to numerous people and, by 1574, had been given to the Inquisition, staying in their files until after Teresa’s death, giving her “no opportunity of further revision”. As well as an account of her childhood, adolescence, profession as a nun, her “reconversion”, and the founding of the first Discalced Carmelite convent, the Life sets out what Teresa calls her “mystical theology”, a term borrowed from Osuna, who himself borrowed it from Denys.

After discussing her childhood, Teresa moves on to talk about taking the habit in a relaxed Carmelite convent in 1536. Teresa was frequently ill, describing herself as “very sickly”, and it was during one of her illnesses that an uncle with whom she was staying introduced her to Osuna’s Third Spiritual Alphabet. It was then that she decided “to start on the way of prayer, with this book as my guide.” She found the book difficult to follow, and had particular difficulty with the highest stage of Osuna’s prayers, which involved “renouncing...all symbols and images –
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including the image of Jesus’ humanity.”\textsuperscript{58} Regardless, she tells us that she was able to achieve the prayer of quiet, and union with God, though without understanding either of them.\textsuperscript{59} Teresa was later troubled further illness, and feelings of alienation from God, and, as with a number of apophatic female mystics, “the experience of estrangement from God”\textsuperscript{60} became central in her spiritual journey and later writing. Teresa experienced a significant spiritual breakthrough in 1555, when she experienced a collapse in front of an image of Christ, saying she “threw myself on the ground before Him in a great flood of tears,”\textsuperscript{61} and was then given a copy of Augustine’s 
\textit{Confessions}, “seemingly by the ordainment of the Lord.”\textsuperscript{62} From that point, she was able to develop her own stages of prayer, which she included in the \textit{Life} in its final revision.\textsuperscript{63}

Teresa sets out four stages of prayer, beginning with detaching oneself from the distractions of the world by “meditat[ing] on the life of Christ, [so that] the intellect will grow tired.”\textsuperscript{64} For Teresa, this is the only stage that can be practised, for all the others depend upon the initiative of God. In the second stage, “the soul begins to be recollected”, and the person’s own action at this point is restricted simply to surrendering the will to God,\textsuperscript{65} which is now held captive, while the memory and understanding are still free. In the third stage, the mystic approaches union with God. “The faculties of the soul are asleep”, and she experiences “a glorious bewilderment, a heavenly madness”\textsuperscript{66}, although she is still able to concentrate on things other than God, albeit with difficulty. In the fourth stage, the mystic enters into union with God, and experiences him in a way which is both indescribable and incomprehensible,\textsuperscript{67} echoing Augustine’s experience of the God whom we cannot fully understand. In union, “self-awareness itself is suspended, at least to the extent that, in prayer, it becomes quite impossible to verbalize what is going on, to be in any way distanced from what is happening.”\textsuperscript{68} Teresa also talks about a stage within union; elevation, or rapture. This is the “flight of the spirit”\textsuperscript{69} to God, who says in the \textit{Life} that the soul “dissolves utterly…it cannot comprehend what it understands, it understands by not understanding.”\textsuperscript{70}
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In Teresa’s stages of prayer, we may detect a critique of Francisco de Osuna. She “tacitly dismantles the orderly procession Osuna envisages so as to leave the initiative wholly with God,”71 and her prayer method varies somewhat from the usually imageless practice of apophasis,72 as she rejects Osuna’s teaching that “recommended the abandonment of meditation on the sacred humanity for those who want to be ‘perfect’,”73 saying that “while we live as human beings, it is very important for us to keep Christ’s Humanity before us.”74

The value Teresa places on the image of Christ in his humanity may seem to show Teresa’s rejection of apopthicism,75 but, it is possible to argue that, in Teresa’s writing “the apophatic and the cataphatic approaches to theology go hand in hand.”76 For Teresa, human “understanding is more of a hindrance than a help,”77 and has no value in the higher stages of prayer,78 and it is in those final stages that an apophatic element can be discerned. Like Augustine and Osuna, Teresa envisages a gradual progression of the soul towards God, a detachment or negation of all distractions which culminates in “a union in which all distinctions are lost.”79 In this union, Teresa has passed “beyond all form and image”,80 and describes “an experience in the understanding that might be described as an overloading of the circuits. Too much is coming into the understanding to be ‘processed’ in the ordinary way, and so there is a feeling of bafflement and stupidity.”81 In the end of her progress towards God, Teresa is reduced to silence, inhabiting “an ineffable state which is beyond rational comprehension,”82 which words cannot convey, the silence in the face of the ineffable which is an inherent part of apopthicism.83

In conclusion, Teresa of Ávila’s mysticism is not primarily apophatic, and she does not draw out a formal exposition of the indescribability of the ineffable God, it is possible to trace some apophatic elements in her mystical theology. In this, she an heir to the apophatic tradition of Western mysticism, particularly as it was mediated through the fusion between Augustine and Denys the Areopagite84 which was popular in the Middle Ages, and which also influenced
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Francisco de Osuna, whose stages of prayer were both critiqued and adapted\textsuperscript{85} by Teresa. It is within the final stages of prayer, where words, images, and reason are transcended to end in a direct experience of the God that we can see an element of apophaticism in the \textit{Life} of Teresa of Ávila.
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